
 
 
Wall texts  
 
Arcangelo Sassolino 
 
Afasia 2, 2008 
Steel and nitrogen compressed at 250 bar 
 
The steel sculpture “Afasia 2” contains nitrogen compressed at 250 bar. The gas had to 
be compressed so much in order to fit the size of its steel container. The solid con-
tainer with a weight of 600 kilogram is subject to enormous internal pressure. For 
comparison, a car tire is filled with 2,5 bar. In medical terms, Aphasia means the combi-
nation of a speech and language disorder caused by brain damage. The title thus 
points towards the potential and contingent destructive power of the work.  
During the development of the different versions of this work, Sassolino has come to 
work with the Italian oil and gas technology company Pietro Fiorentini. The sculpture 
exhibited here consists of sealing capsules, usually used to close off tubes for gas 
pipelines. Officially certified by the Bureau Veritas, this object has been approved by 
the European Union for public displays. 
 
 
Untitled, 2006 – 2007 
Steel and hydraulic system 
 
Six moveable parts of a grab shovel are being triggered and controlled individually by a 
hydraulic system working with oil pressure. The normally seamless movements are 
transformed into unpredictable patterns of opening and closing. In its vain attempts to 
grab the stone floor, the sculpture wanders through the room and leaves scratch 
marks. 
 
Afasia 1, 2008 
Steel, compressed nitrogen, glass bottles, computer, perspex, steel cage 
 
An empty glass bottle falls into a steel tube that resembles the barrel of a gun. For one 
split second, this enables the opening-mechanism of a magnetic gas-valve, which re-
leases compressed nitrogen at the pressure of 30 bar into the combustion chamber of 
the machine. Controlled by computer software, bottles are being fired at random inter-
vals with 900 kilometers per hour. They smash against the steel wall at the end of the 
room and dissolve into minute pulverized particles. 
 



	  

Purgatory, 2016 
Oil piston, steel, wood, hydraulic system 
 

Held only by one steel rope, the 800 kilogram heavy sculpture „Purgatory“ (2016) is 
suspended above the ground. A hydraulic piston applies alternating pressure onto the 
six wooden beams, each of which is four meters long. This external force causes these 
tightly constrained planks to align under the massive pressure. Each beam can move 
only within a minimal space, the hydraulic construction forces the separate pieces into 
one inseparable unit. Arcangelo Sassolino transfers a calculated power onto the wood, 
which is now trying to resist, adjust or bend. The beams respond to this pressure ac-
cording to their individual features. In the course of time, moments of rest are inces-
santly followed by action. The extreme tension cannot be seen but heard by the viewer 
as a creaking noise fills the room. It remains uncertain, whether the wood will resist the 
forces. 

 


